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The GVA code complex was developed in the State Research Center - Obninsk
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering for the calculation of spatial-dependent
transients in fast reactors. This code complex is based on three independent codes,
namely:
» GRIF-SM code for three-dimensional thermal hydraulics calculation of BN-like

reactors with possibility to take into account two phases of sodium state;
e VOLNA code for three-dimensional Hex-Z calculation of reactor dynamics in

multygroup diffusion quasi-static approximation;
• ARAMACO code for homogenized multygroup cross-sections preparation using

typical fast reactor neutron spectrum.
The joining of these codes in one code complex allows to solve the main task - the

direct numerical simulation of spatial and time-dependent behavior of reactor core
parameters under accidental conditions. As primarily faults can be considered such events
like the main coolant pump stopping and spontaneous movement of control rods.

Now the initial stage of accident can be only calculated by the GVA code complex
when the fuel melting and destroying of reactor core do not occur. However there is no
limitations to expand this approach for next stages of accident when the material
replacement takes place. Moreover we suppose that the quasi-static approximation is the
only acceptable and practicable for detail and complex description of accidents, which
cause fuel melting and fuel assemblies destroying.

The GRIF-SM code solves the transient system of mass, impulse and energy
conservation equations in the frame of porous body and the porosity, penetrability and
other coefficients are the function versus spatial coordinates. Such approach permits to
describe the boiling of sodium and its condensation in the upper part of reactor and to take
into account the hydraulics interference of core channels. The input data of GRIF-SM are
the spatial power distributions at each time moment. The output data are spatial
distributions of pressure, coolant's velocity and density, temperatures of fuel, cladding,
coolant and other materials.

The VOLNA cor1' solve= the spatial and time-dependent neutron transport
equation in the diffusion z[ Dximarion. The quasi-static approach of solution is applied in
this code when the original equation is identically transformed to the system of two
equations, one for spatial and time-dependent shape function \)/(r,t) and another one for
time-dependent only amplify factor P(t). The equation for P(t) is similar to point kinetics
equation and the P(t) factor can be interpreted as reactor power. The neutron flux is the
production of shape function by amplify factor.

The important feature of quasi-stati. approach is the possibility to use two
different time mesh steps. The shape function • A.t) is recalculated with big time step and
the amplify factor P(t) is recalculated with small time step.

The input data for VOLNA code are spatial distributions of cross-sections at each
time moment and the velocities of control rods movement. These velocities are used
indirectly, the code calculates the location of moving control rods ends and finds the
averaged by volumes cross-sections in the cells containing these ends.

The output data of VOLNA code are the spatial power distribution in the reactor
core, the group neutron flux and the group densities of precursors.
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The group cross-sections for VOLNA code are calculated by ARAMACO code.
The input data for ARAMACO are distributions of temperature and density of fuel,
constructional materials and coolant found at each time moment by GRIF-SM code.

The initial state of reactor in GVA code complex is exact critical state. This state
can be changed by change of cross-sections in any reactor cell. That means the
introduction of reactivity due to any physical reason. The reactivity is calculated during
solving of time-dependent diffusion equation as an integral by reactor volume of changes
in cross-sections distribution and shape function and critical reactor fission neutron
importance function are the weight functions.

The results of four different accidents calculations by GVA code complex are
discussed. The considered accidents were as following:
• the stopping of all main coolant pumps (MCP) with simultaneous fault of control rods;
• 6 compensating rods are going up from the reactor core with the velocity 10 cm/s;
• 6 compensating rods are going up from the reactor core with the velocity 0.5 cm/s;
• 6 compensating rods are going up with the velocity 5 cm/s during 2 seconds, then they

are stopped.
Resume:

1. The GVA code complex is developed for the joint solving of spatial and time-
dependent dynamics equation and thermal hydraulics equations in three-dimensional
geometry. The GVA can be used for transient and accidental calculations of fast
reactors.

2. The ULOF and TOP accidents in the BN-800 reactor were calculated by GVA. These
calculations are in good agreement with the results of calculations by the GRIF-SM
code. However the calculations with GVA allow to take into account the shifts of
spatial power distributions caused by the movement of reactor materials during
accident and by movement of control rods (up to 10-15% of initial values).

3. It is desirable to provide detail verification of the GVA code for the applying of it in the
practice of reactor calculations.
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